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BEHIND THE COVER
Together While Apart. Tim Hudson ’21 created
what he called his “COVID Collage,” a series
of screen shots from each of his classes from
the spring semester. We loved it and thought it
captured as well as anything we have seen the
elusive concept of “being together while apart.”
Thanks, Tim, for sharing your image with us,
and we look forward to a day when Zoom will
be a secondary way to gather together.
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BAKER, DYSON NAMED THE BEST OF TIMES
VICE PRESIDENTS

GRACE UNDER
PRESSURE

FACULTY RETIREES
HONORED

Taylor has named Nathan Baker '13
and Gregory Dyson Vice Presidents for
Enrollment and Intercultural Leadership.

America's colleges and universities
needed to quickly pivot to online courses
in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
How did Taylor do?

Five retiring faculty members completed
their distinguished tenures at Taylor this
year.

For 15 years, Dr. Daryl Yost served as
Provost and Executive Vice President for
Jay Kesler '58. Now he is helping create a
scholarship to honor the Kesler legacy.
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Send address corrections and mailing updates to:
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Opinions expressed by individuals in this publication do not
necessarily reflect the views of Taylor University. Final determinations
regarding the publication of any submission to the alumni
magazine are within the sole discretion of Taylor University.
Founded in 1846, Taylor University is one of America’s oldest Christian
liberal arts colleges. Over 2,000 graduate and undergraduate
students from 42 states and 36 foreign countries attend Taylor,
where majors in 64 fields of study are available. Taylor University
is the number one school in the Midwest region in the US News
& World Report survey, America’s Best Colleges. Taylor has been
ranked in the region’s top three for 23 consecutive years.
The mission of Taylor University is to develop servant
leaders marked with a passion to minister Christ’s
redemptive love and truth to a world in need.
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BACKSTAGE

MY DAD?
My dad was 7-years-old when he awakened one
dark winter’s morning in the lap of an aunt. For
some strange reason their small farmhouse in east
central Indiana was filled with people, all of them
speaking in hushed tones. Rubbing the sleep from
his eyes, he asked the aunt what was happening.
“Your dad died,” she said softly. “My dad?” he
answered in disbelief. “My dad died?”
For the last 83 years of his life, my dad cried
when he repeated those words. On April 8, my
dad died, becoming our county’s 10th victim of
the COVID-19 pandemic, a number that has since
quadrupled. Amidst the tears, it occurred to me
that he was reunited with his beloved dad that
day. My dad came to faith later in life and there is
evidence that his dad had also trusted Christ.
J.R. Briggs ’01, during a chapel broadcast in the
spring, said that the coronavirus would impact
every person around the world in some way. I’ve
thought of those words many times since then.
Taylor University sent nearly all of the students
home in March, nearly two months early, as did
many other colleges and universities around
the world. Spring sports were canceled. Special
campus events and senior recitals were canceled.
Our women's basketball team was called home
from the national tournament, prematurely
ending a stellar season that saw them win 30
games. Even Commencement, the crowning
moment of every student's academic journey, was
postponed indefinitely (and since been scheduled
for August 15).

For the foreseeable future, life at Taylor University
as we have known it will be different.
Taylor University is known for its “community.”
But what does "community" mean? Is it found in
the classrooms? Dorms? Chapel? Commencement?
Silent Night? Taylathon? The towel? Yes, all of
those and more. The word I have heard repeatedly
in recent months is “incarnational.” During a
recent conversation with a colleague, the dialogue
was so involved that we found ourselves standing
nearly face-to-face. As we departed in different
directions, I told him he was the first person I had
not social-distanced with, other than my wife, in
months. We both laughed.
We get in each other’s faces here at Taylor.
Not confrontationally, or at least, not always
confrontationally, but instead, because that is
what we are at Taylor. At Taylor, in addition to a
rigorous, uncompromising education, it is about
discipleship and growing in the image of Christ.
Sometimes those conversations are hard. But the
goal is Christ’s image in each of us.
I pray that as you read the following stories you
will sense that we are still in each other’s faces at
Taylor. And, Lord willing, may we someday soon
physically be able to do that as well.

James R. Garringer H᾿15
Editor
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NEWS

Taylor Announces Dates for Rescheduled
May 2020 Commencement, Fall Semester
After the suspension of on-campus classes in March
and months of uncertainty, Taylor University has
taken the first steps to reopen the campus and
resume on-campus learning.
Commencement, originally scheduled for Saturday,
May 23, has been rescheduled as an outdoor event
for Saturday, August 15, at 8:00 a.m. The ceremony
is planned for the grassy plaza between the Reade
and Euler complexes and the Rice Bell Tower. All
attendees are required to wear masks and observe
social distancing protocols. While the Kesler Student
Activities Center fieldhouse might have held the
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expected crowd (roughly half of what
would have come originally, in case of bad
weather, health officials in the State of
Indiana still could not allow gatherings that
large in an indoor setting.
On-campus classes are scheduled to
begin August 19, and end at the traditional
Thanksgiving break with final exams
being taken in a virtual setting. However,
Taylor officials have canceled the 2020
Homecoming and Family Weekend,
citing the need to control the numbers of

guests coming to campus while students are present.
Decisions on January interterm and the start of spring
semester are forthcoming.
“As we all have observed over the past few months,
COVID-19 has disrupted many of our normal routines
as we seek to mitigate the spread of the disease,”
said Dr. Michael Hammond ’92, Taylor’s Provost and
Executive Vice President. “In seeking to keep Taylor
University employees and students safe, we have
sought to make changes that would have the best
opportunity for protecting our community’s health and
safety while maintaining the heart of our spiritual and
educational mission.”

NEWS

PANDEMIC LEADS
TO REFUNDS, FURLOUGHS
Sending students home early
resulted in the loss of nearly
$3.5 million in room and board
fees, exacerbating a predicted
shortfall of more than $1
million for the 2019-2020 fiscal
year. In April Taylor officials
were forced to furlough 70
employees until July 31.
During its February meetings,
Taylor’s Board of Trustees
had issued a directive for the
administration to achieve a
net two percent margin by the
end of FY 2021-2022. Taylor’s
Interim President Dr. Paige
(Comstock ’77) Cunningham
and her Senior Leadership
Team had previously
identified several budget
cutting moves, among them
being the discontinuation of
three intercollegiate sports
programs at Taylor: men’s
tennis, women’s tennis, and
women’s lacrosse.

Hammond added Taylor
officials would continue to
monitor bulletins from the
State of Indiana, the CDC, and
coronavirus-related news and
alerts in an effort to protect
the safety and wellbeing of all
students, faculty, and staff.

during this time, and despite the
fact that our financial condition
has been historically strong, we
cannot continue to move forward
without making some very difficult
decisions,” she continued.
Cunningham said the furloughed
employees would continue to
receive healthcare coverage under
the Taylor plan and that further
cuts may be coming depending
upon the fall enrollment numbers,
which are expected to drop not only
at Taylor, but at most colleges and
universities as the nation struggles
with COVID-19.

efficiently and encourage
innovation. For God has not
given us a spirit of fear, but of
power, love, and a sound mind
(2 Timothy 1:7),” she added.
“Together, I believe we can
and will find our future
ministry stronger than we
are today if we continue to
seek and rely on the One who
marks our path.”

“Please know that the Senior
Leadership Team and I do not take
lightly the call to love and care for
our community while also striving
to sustain the mission of our
beloved University,” she said. “You
are critical to that mission and we
want you to know we are here to
listen to your concerns and receive
your feedback.

“We have all been living in
the midst of very challenging
times,” said Cunningham in
an update to Taylor faculty and
staff. “The reduction of charges
for room, board, and fees, when
added to the budget shortfall
we have been addressing
since last fall, contributes
to a total projected loss of
approximately $3.5 million.

“Please continue to keep Taylor
University and our co-workers in
your prayers as we make decisions
for Taylor to passionately pursue our
mission,” Cunningham continued.
“There is a world in desperate need
for Christ’s love and truth, and we
are committed to help prepare even
more servant leaders to meet that
need.

“Despite campus-wide
evidence of good stewardship

“We plan expectantly for the
future as we steward our resources
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NEWS

ADMISSIONS
MOVING TO
TEST-PREFERRED,
BUT FLEXIBLE
ENROLLMENT
MODEL IN
JANUARY
In January of 2021, Taylor
University will join a growing
number of colleges and
universities nationwide that have
lessened the degree of importance
assigned to standardized test
scores that were once the key
factor in collegiate admission.
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Numerous research universities,
state and private schools, and even
Ivy League institutions have either
scrapped or lessened the weight
of test scores when considering
the qualifications of incoming
students. In some cases, it is in
light of COVID-19; in others, it is
because of the growing sense that
standardized tests do not always
represent the potential of an
incoming college student.
For Taylor, it is the latter.
According to campus officials,
applications will be reviewed
with or without the submission
of scores. “Higher education
institutions have relied on ACT,
SAT, or CLT for years to measure
proficiencies, coursework
placement, and merit scholarship
qualifications,” said Nathan
W. Baker ’13, Vice President for
Enrollment Management. “We
recognize these test scores are
only part of a student’s story,
which is why we holistically
consider a student in making an
admission decision.”

Students who cannot or choose not
to submit test scores may be asked to
share more information, including:
• Recommendations from
high school English and/or
Mathematics teachers
• Complete an academic
questionnaire (high school GPA at
or below 2.9)
• English course placement based
on completed AP courses or
writing sample
• Complete Taylor University
proficiency exams in Reading
and/or Mathematics.
“This change in policy formally
enables a student to submit material
that best reflects their ability
to succeed in college while still
continuing to support test-taking
as an option,” added Baker. We are
eager to continue shaping the next
generation of servant leaders from a
variety of academic experiences.”

NEWS

Baker, Dyson Named to
Vice Presidential Posts
“Gregory Dyson is one of our
community’s most loved and
well-respected leaders. He is
a loving and powerful voice for
Taylor’s black, international,
and multiethnic student body.”

Nathan W. Baker ’13 and Gregory Dyson
have respectively been named Vice
President for Enrollment Management
and Vice President for Intercultural
Leadership and Church Relations at
Taylor University.
The appointments were announced by
Interim President Dr. Paige (Comstock
’77) Cunningham in June.
Baker has served as Interim Chief
Enrollment Officer since January.
Cunningham said his performance in
that role and his demonstrated success
in his various Admissions-related tasks
were key components in her decision
to make his appointment permanent.

“Under Nathan’s leadership,
Taylor University has
assembled a strong incoming
class with the highest level of
diversity in our history."

“Under Nathan’s leadership, Taylor
University has assembled a strong
incoming class with the highest level
of diversity in our history. Added to
that, Nathan has an established history
of innovative solutions and strategic
planning,” Cunningham said. “Since
January, he has led his team during
an extraordinarily difficult period in
the world of collegiate recruitment
with grace and wisdom. All of us are
supremely confident that Nathan will
be successful in this new role.”
Baker holds an M.B.A. from Ball
State University (2015) and a B.A. in
Management from Taylor University
(2013).
“I am humbled to take on this new role
during this time in our history,” said
Baker. “It is a privilege to work

with an outstanding enrollment team recruiting
future generations of students to Taylor University.”
Cunningham said Dyson’s appointment
marks both an institutional commitment
to Taylor’s ongoing diversity efforts and an
acknowledgement of the success Dyson has
achieved during his previous 18 months of
service as Special Assistant to the President for
Intercultural Initiatives. In this new role, Dyson
will continue the creation and implementation of
a strategic plan for diversity and oversee Taylor’s
Office of Intercultural Programs (OIP), and a newly
established Office for Church Relations.
“Gregory Dyson is one of our community’s most
loved and well-respected leaders. He is a loving and
powerful voice for Taylor’s black, international,
and multiethnic student body,” said Cunningham.
“Gregory has consistently been the voice at the
table who has challenged and encouraged us in our
efforts to ensure that every woman and man who
trusts Taylor University for their education fully
realizes and benefits from Taylor’s transformational
educational and discipleship experience. We are
genuinely excited to see what God will accomplish
through his efforts.”
“I am committed to Taylor because I believe in
our mission to educate young women and men
to be servant leaders who make a difference in
our world, and because of Taylor’s unique nondenominational, Christ-centered approach to
education coupled with a desire institutionally to
live out our vision across the street and around
the world,” said Dyson, who holds an M.S. in
Organizational Leadership from Cairn University,
a B.A. in Bible from Cedarville University, and a
Diploma from Word of Life Bible Institute.
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Faculty
Honored
with
Year-end
Awards
Because much of the spring 2020 semester
was done virtually with most of the Taylor
community away from campus, Taylor
University’s faculty was tasked with a
work that was greater in the degree of
difficulty than ever before. This year’s
faculty awards could go to many more
members of our faculty, but we are grateful
for the service and sacrifice borne by these
gifted scholars.
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The Distinguished Professor Award
Presented by the Alumni Council

Dr. Kevin Diller ’93

Associate Professor of Philosophy and
Religion
Dr. Kevin Diller ’93 is the 55th
recipient of the Distinguished
Professor Award. Diller joined the
Taylor faculty in 2009 and was
recognized for classroom teaching
excellence, expertise in his field,
positive influence on students,
respect of faculty colleagues, and
visibility beyond the campus
community.
Additional accolades included his
authentic manner, kindheartedness,
and his ability to listen to his
students at a deep level.
Diller holds a BA from Taylor, an MDiv
from Princeton Theological Seminary,
an MTh from Calvin Seminary, a PhD
from St. Andrew’s University, and he
completed a post doctorate fellowship
at the University of Notre Dame.
The award comes with a $2,000 check.

The Dr. Joe Burnworth
Teaching Award

Taylor University Teaching Excellence
and Campus Leadership Award

Dr. Laura Edwards

Dr. John Moore ’73

Dr. Laura Edwards is the recipient of the Dr.
Joe Burnworth Award, an award created to
honor distinctive faculty in their first five
years of teaching at Taylor University. It also
comes with a $2,000 check.

Dr. John Moore ’73 is this year’s recipient
of the Teaching Excellence and Campus
Leadership Award. Moore, who has announced
his retirement at the conclusion of the
upcoming 2020-2021 academic year, was
honored for decades of teaching excellence
and continuously seeking ways to improve
his teaching methods. Moore’s citation also
recognized seamless integration of faith and
learning, saying, “He has deep faith-learning
assignments, shares his own faith journey,
and constantly connects all aspects of his
discipline to God.”

Associate Professor of Psychology

Since joining the Taylor faculty in 2018,
Edwards has connected with her students
and earned a reputation as a deeply engaged
teacher. Presenters recognized her for
her “authentic care for students and her
commitment to continuous growth as a
teacher, a commitment that is evidenced by
her significant scholarship in teaching and
learning.”
Burnworth, who died in 2006, was
remembered as a professor who connected
with his students holistically and integrated
his Christian faith into his life – qualities the
presenters of the award said they recognized
in Edwards.
She holds a BA from Berean University (now
Global University), an MS from Wheaton
College, and an EdD from Regent University.

Professor of Biology

Moore has earned 14 national honors and
recognitions, most of which are awards
for outstanding teaching in his discipline,
including the national college educator award
in his discipline of biology.
In addition to his BS from Taylor, Moore holds
an MA and EdD from Ball State University.
Like the other two faculty awards, this award
includes a $2,000 check.
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The Best
of Times
Dear Friends of Taylor University,

One of the most dynamic and satisfying periods of my life was
the 15 years during which I was privileged to serve with my
friend, Dr. Jay Kesler ’58, as he led our University from a time
of uncertainty and declining enrollment to an unparalleled
period of stability, growth, and a clear vision for the future.
During those years, Jay, myself, our administrative team, and
also our excellent faculty and staff came together to serve the
Lord’s purposes, not only in Upland, Indiana, but also in Fort
Wayne, and around the world.
When he retired as Taylor’s President after the 1999-2000 academic year – 20 years ago – his ministry to, and impact upon,
the Taylor community continued in both public and private
ways as he was a regular and beloved chapel speaker, a trusted
mentor to numerous faculty, staff, students, and alumni; and a
discipler to many students during Bible studies, coffee breaks,
and many other ways until illness forced him to conclude his
public ministry two years ago.

This is my reason for reaching out to you today. Jay
and his wife Janie’s (Smith ’59) tenure as President
and First Lady is the longest in the nearly 175year history of Taylor University. Our University
Advancement team is establishing the Jay and
Janie Kesler Endowed Student Scholarship Fund
in honor and recognition of this beloved couple’s
impact, which will be felt for generations to come.
The University has received a commitment of up to
$500,000 as a challenge to our University Advancement team, which, once matched, brings the total
to $1 million!
While there are no time limits as to when this
match must be met, the quicker it can be met, the
sooner these endowed scholarships can be awarded.
As the Executive Vice President and Provost during
Jay’s tenure, I have accepted the opportunity to
help spearhead this effort. In the coming days, as
the Lord enables, I will be contacting many friends
of the University to invite their participation. It
isn’t the amount of a gift to this initiative – it’s the
opportunity to say “thank you” to one who served
God’s purposes and Taylor University so faithfully.

I continue to be grateful, not only for Jay’s work, but also
that of our University Advancement team, headed by Rex
Bennett, as they have bridged the gap for literally thousands
of students between what they could afford and the actual
cost of a Taylor University education. One of the tools our
University Advancement team has successfully utilized
Thank you for considering this, and thank you
has been our Endowed Student Scholarship program. These
for the roles each of you play in the life of this
scholarships have been created by friends of Taylor whose
giving and support allow future generations of Christ-follow- beloved University!
ing young men and women to realize the Taylor University
Daryl R. Yost H’96
educational experience.
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Incarnational Education
I N A SOCI A L LY DI S TA NT AG E
Dr. Kevin Diller ’93

Not to brag, but in early February I
told my classes that because of the
coronavirus we would probably be
finishing this semester online. Later,
some of my students told me, “Wow,
Dr. Diller, you called it!” Of course, I
didn’t really think it would happen,
and I was no better prepared to
“pivot” to a new way of “delivering”
classes than anyone else. Like most
students, I am very thankful that
the spring 2020 semester is now
behind us.
You might wonder though: how
did the Taylor professors do?
Well, according to the student
evaluations, Taylor’s professors
generally crushed it. Not only are
we #NotDefinedByGeography, but
maybe our geography just isn’t
that important. But, if that’s true, it
seems to contradict one of our most
fundamental educational values at
Taylor – incarnational learning.
Maybe it was an admissions
counselor, PA, or professor, but
someone along the way described
our approach to education at Taylor
University as incarnational. Perhaps
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you nodded politely,
assuming everyone
else understood this
weird application of a
theological buzzword.
Maybe you started
to intuit that it was
probably connected to
intentional community
and residence halls and
not being approved
to live off campus
and no freshman cars
until Thanksgiving.
If you did make these
connections, you
were absolutely right,
because an incarnational
approach to education
places a high value
on actual physical
presence. We might call
it social proximity.
The irony we all
experienced this
spring was that, to love
our neighbors well
and flatten the curve,
we needed to create
social distance and

accept virtual, non-physical ways of
connecting. This was a major shift for
our educational model, even though
the truth is many of us introverted
professors have been practicing
social distancing all our lives. This
was different. There were bright
spots. But, for the most part, let’s
just say the struggle was real. Why
then were our students seemingly so
pleased with the semester?
I would love to see a good social
scientific study answer that
question. I highly doubt that we
would have been able to maintain
the depth of learning that
continued into April and May if
we had not had the chance to get
to know each other, in the flesh, in
February and March. Then again,
maybe (as some scholars argue), it
is possible to maintain something
of a Christian incarnational
approach to education with
physical distance. This is certainly
worth considering, since even after
the pandemic subsides a greater
role for remote, online education
seems inevitable. If so, we may
need a clearer understanding of

what we mean by
incarnational education.
We call our approach
incarnational, not
merely because we
place a high value on
social and embodied
proximity. We actually
have in mind a
connection to Jesus
Christ, and connections
to others made possible
by God’s taking on
our humanity in
Christ. Along with the
doctrine of the Trinity,
the Incarnation is one
of the most central,
unique, meaningful
and mind-bending
teachings of the
Christian faith. The
Christian faith, we find,
is fundamentally about
relational knowing
and being known. For
us to have intimate,
knowing communion
with God requires the
transformation of our

broken humanity, the
infusion of moral and
intellectual virtues, the
healing and ennobling
of our whole being.
To enable and actuate
this, God comes and
remains, dwelling with
us in our humanity, in
the flesh.
Our approach to
education at Taylor
sees this as something
more than just a
“spiritual” truth. This
is something true in
the design of our basic
humanity. We were
made for relational
knowing. Our minds
are not merely
“informed” by isolated
facts and information.
Knowledge is never
fully formed merely
in the abstract or at
a distance. To know
we must be changed
and brought into
right relationship and
connection with the
known.
In fact, the chief
end of education
is participating in
Christ’s incarnate
ministry of
reconciliation. Our
work as educators and
students at Taylor is
participating in the
work that the Primary
Educator is doing. It is
God at work through
the fertile soil of

I highly doubt that
we would have been
able to maintain the
depth of learning that
continued into April
and May if we had not
had the chance to get
to know each other, in
the flesh, in February
and March.

TRUST: Christian education
is about receiving
transformation. First
Corinthians says that
knowledge without love
is useless. Love is otherscentered. We could remain
at the center and not be
changed. We could merely
gain information or a skill.
To be changed requires
relinquishing control. To
relinquish control requires
trust. Trust is the greatest
of the epistemic virtues, but
it is only rational because it
is evoked by an experience
of goodness and love.
Trust is the beginning of
knowledge, because it is the
allowing of ourselves to be
de-centered and re-formed.
PARTICIPATION: Christian
education is about joining
in empowered agency. No
transformation will happen
without the agency of God;
and yet, God wills to be
with us and wills for our
education to be an active,
mutual participation in
response to love.

breadth/fullness of what it is to
be human. God seems much more
patient with this process than we
are. We long for the completeness
and that longing is a sign that we
are awakening.
Take these three together and
imagine a semester where you
go away on Spring Break, and one
week turns into nine weeks, and
you never have to go back to the
classroom again. Sounds amazing,
doesn’t it? And, at least for some
students, it even still involved
incarnational learning, where God’s
active transforming work was
being done through close personal
relationships that involved trust,
participation, and growth.
Dr. Kevin Diller ’93 serves as Associate
Professor of Philosophy and Religion,
and is the 2020 Distinguished
Professor at Taylor University.

a diverse, broken, and growing
intentional community. The
theological term is the Church,
the connected body sharing life
together, being given a bond
with each other through our
incorporation in the Incarnation.
Technology may help us make
connections at a distance, but what GROWTH: Christian
education is about an
is irreplaceable is the sharing of
unfolding expansion
life together.
into fuller humanity.
This semester we already shared life Resonating with the roots
on this campus and that connection of the word education,
we are being led out of
deepened through our sharing of a
ourselves and into the
global pandemic experience. But,
fullness of God (Eph 3:19).
three things remained unchanged
Our commitment to
about incarnational education. They
have to do with trust, participation, the Liberal Arts follows
the incarnational view—
and growth.
growing across the
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TAYLOR
ALUMNA
MAKES
NATIONAL
NEWS IN
THE FIGHT
AGAINST
COVID-19
14

By Victoria Lawson ’21

Due to the constant stream of COVID-19 coverage
as new information emerges, please refer to the
CDC for the official and most up-to-date pandemic
guidelines.
As Associate Chief Medical Officer at Emory
University Hospital and Associate Professor
at Emory University School of Medicine in
Atlanta, Dr. Colleen (Kendrick ’98) Kraft has
faced several pandemics during her career.
Five years ago, and at a time when great public
stigma was attached to the risks of providing
care to Ebola patients, Kraft did that very thing
and was able to save lives – one of those lives
being that of the medical doctor and Christian

SHE SAID HER AIM IS TO BE THE
“HANDS AND FEET OF CHRIST” IN THE
LIVES OF HER PATIENTS BY RELIEVING
THEIR SUFFERING.
11 hospitals across the Emory Healthcare system
as they treated the sick and dying from COVID-19.
The story featured Kraft’s tearful vulnerability at
work while commending her hopeful attitude and
serenity in the face of panic.

missionary Kent Brantly. Brantly’s name
would become known for his willingness to
potentially sacrifice his life for the sake of the
world’s most vulnerable.
Since the beginning of April, Kraft has
appeared on a number of television news
programs and been quoted in several nationwide stories during which she has shared her
observations and insight about the current
COVID-19 pandemic.
On April 8, 2020, the Los Angeles Times highlighted Kraft’s work with the team responsible for protecting healthcare workers at the

On April 13, 2020, NBC News interviewed Kraft for
the series On the Front Lines. The segment covered
how Emory University Hospital staff used the
lessons they learned during the Ebola outbreak
to anticipate the influx of COVID-19 patients. It
ended on an optimistic note, with senior investigative and legal correspondent Cynthia McFadden
saying the hospital’s preparedness provided “precious hope and expertise on the front lines.”
Since then, Kraft has appeared in a variety of
other media stories covering COVID-19, including
her own opinion piece featured on CNN discussing the best ways to defend against the virus.
Kraft, who earned a biology and pre-med degree
from Taylor, credited her science mentors Dr. Tim
Burkholder ’63 and Dr. Joe Brain ’61 for encouraging her in her work and challenging her to dream
big dreams.
She said her aim is to be the “hands and feet of
Christ” in the lives of her patients by relieving

their suffering. It has not come
without cost, however. Between
her work with the Ebola outbreak
and COVID-19, Kraft has both witnessed and experienced profound
pain. In the midst of the heaviness and uncertainty, she said she
finds an anchor in her faith that
God loves her and refines her in
times of stress.
Kraft also believes her vulnerabilities have helped her build
relationships and become a
more empathetic and approachable person.
“‘Don't waste the crisis’ is something I've been telling myself a
lot,” she said. “Are there things you
can change about yourself during
this time? Is there a new perspective you can gain that you may
not have been open to during this
time? Learn about yourself and
what God is doing in your life, and
be open to new perspectives.”
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Grace
Under
Pressure:
Taylor’s COVID-19 Stories
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One of the most daunting
tasks we have ever faced
has been how to tell The
Story of COVID-19 and
its impact on the Taylor
community. The past
six-plus months have
upended so many of
those things all of us have
traditionally taken for
granted. There was not a
way to tell a single story
about COVID-19, perhaps
because it presupposed
we would be speaking
about it in past tense.
Someday, with the Lord’s
help, we will. But until
that time, we received
so many different stories
that we wanted to share
as many with you as we
could. May we always be
found faithful.

A Great Day
to Save a Life
To put it bluntly, her patient, a
51-year-old man, was dying. Dr.
Ashley (Gale ’06) Black was one of
the physicians treating the man,
whose battle with COVID-19 had led
to his being put on a ventilator. Now,
his organs were failing and Black’s
colleagues suggested perhaps it was
time to let nature take its course.
But the idea seemed inappropriate to her, even at that late stage. A
pulmonary/critical care physician,
Black wanted to give her patient just
a little longer. But she also wanted to
call in members of her church who
she knew would faithfully join the
effort from their respective prayer
closets.
A day or two later, the patient
stabilized. A few days after that, he
emerged from a coma. He eventually was discharged having made a
full recovery. The experience was so
moving to her nurses, that they began writing on the windows in the
hospital ward the words, “It’s a great
day to save a life.”
Perplexed, but not in despair.
Black is one of two Taylor graduates
serving as physicians in Chicago,
a city that has experienced the
COVID-19 pandemic in all of its fury.
The other is Brayton Kiedrowski ’12,
a resident at Black’s family practice
program at AMITA Health Resurrection Medical Center. The days
are long and stressful – quite often
lasting 14 hours. During those hours,
Black may find herself doing an intubation or lifesaving bronchoscopy
on a patient – procedures that, while
seemingly routine, expose her to
great risk in this coronavirus era.

Brayton Kiedrowski and Ashley Black
during a less-frenzied moment.

Sometimes her patients recover, as the 51-year old man did. Others, like a 39-year old man, do not. To date, Chicago has experienced nearly 7,000 deaths related to COVID-19, and by the time
this magazine arrives in homes, it could be north of 10,000.
So admittedly, Black does not possess the greatest measure of
patience when those she knows take to social media to complain about being stuck inside with their children or not being
able to get a haircut. Beyond that, she is mindful of the highlycontagious nature of the disease and its implications for her
husband and two small daughters.
“It is not only that we are trying to save lives, but that we are
putting ourselves and our families at risk by taking care of
COVID patients,” she said. “Some have advocated that doctors shouldn’t live with their children while caring for COVID
patients to mitigate risk, but here in Chicago, it’s been four
months and there is no end in sight.
“I simply can’t live like that,” she added. “My daughters need
their mother. I need to see my girls grow up. It’s a very hard reality and tension to live in day in and day out. Second Corinthians 4:8 comes to mind: “We are hard pressed on every side, but
not crushed; perplexed, but not in despair.”
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Fighting
COVID-19 One
3-D Mask at a
Time
Jordan and Michelle (Franch ’19) Florian
’17 met on a team bus on the way home
from a race where both had competed
for the Trojans’ respective cross country
teams. It was during Jordan’s semester in
Cuenca, Ecuador, during his sophomore
year he became more keenly aware of
struggles experienced by the world’s
poorest populations. That is what pushed
him toward public health.
Working for San Francisco-based
diagnostic OmniVis, the couple used
their technological know-how to design
an inexpensive, reliable, and reusable
mask that could be manufactured with
a 3-D printer and donated to those who
cannot otherwise pay for a mask. At press
time, the couple had provided 200 masks
and received requests for hundreds more.
Those masks have been shipped all over
the United States and to three other
countries.
“The reason we don’t charge for the
mask is because we don’t want money
to be the reason people can’t receive
necessary healthcare,” Jordan Florian
said. “Jesus showed us that we should
care for all people regardless of race,
gender, socioeconomic status, etc. When I
was in Ecuador I first experienced seeing
a real health gap when working in the
hospitals in Cuenca.”
Florian added they recently received a
grant to develop a diagnostic tool for
COVID-19 that is similar to one they have
created for cholera.
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Unexpected Blessings
Since the start of the 2019-2020 academic year, a large number of Taylor students had been
fasting and praying that God would send revival. In the final nights on campus before the
suspension of face-to-face classes, a series of worship services sprang up around the Rice
Bell Tower. It was at the foot of the tower that Erica Moorman ’21 had an encounter with
the Holy Spirit that touched her life.
“What happened (was) an answer to the relentless and faithful prayers of so many members of the Taylor Community, not only in our generation, but even from those past,”
Moorman said. “It was not a fluke of emotion or a mere night of spontaneous worship.
What happened was revival in its truest and rawest form.”
Moorman watched and participated as students removed their shoes as an acknowledgement they were on holy ground. She could hear the faint sound of hymns being played
from somewhere nearby, and the many students fell to their knees with tears streaming
down their faces as they confessed sin, praised God, and sensed an outpouring of God in
that moment and place.
“I maneuvered my way to the base of the bell tower where I fell on my knees in awe,” she
said. Moorman related how she had hoped revival would come during Spiritual Renewal
Week and the Passion 2020 Conference in Atlanta, Georgia that was attended by 50 Taylor
students last winter.
“I had prayed so fervently for just one of the numerous ‘prime and perfect’ moments for

Ending
College Well

“It was beautiful. It
was real,” she said.
“It was exactly what
we needed in a time
where every one of
our earthly wants and
desires were being
stripped away by a
global pandemic."
the spark of the Gospel to be relit in the hearts of the Taylor
student body, but as I kneeled on the brick foundation surrounding the bell tower, I was humbly reminded that God does
not operate on or in our timeline,” Moorman said. “He chose
a moment where we seemingly had nothing left. No more oncampus school year. No more in-person community. No more
athletic competitions.
“We did not even have answers for the questions of the present
or the plethora of ones to come. All we had on that seemingly
random Wednesday night was hungry hearts filled with desperation for Truth and did Christ ever meet us in that.
“He is good. Even though the world is surrounding our hearts
and minds with so much noise, we can rest upon the Rock that
is higher, the Refuge in the storm, the King of glory and majesty. Wow, is he good.
“It was beautiful. It was real,” she said. “It was exactly what
we needed in a time where every one of our earthly wants and
desires were being stripped away by a global pandemic. It was
random and unexpected but is that not how God usually works?”

For Tali Valentine ’20, Vice President
of TSO, this was to have been her
final semester on campus prior to
graduation. Like so many others,
Valentine could see the COVID-19
wave headed for Upland, Indiana,
starting with the cancellation
of a business semester in China,
continuing with the cancellation
of Spring Break trips, and finally
culminating with the suspension
of on-campus learning, first for a
month, and later for the remainder
of the semester.
“Second semester had just begun to
really ramp up by the time we got
the news we were leaving,” she said.
“I think of that final week as a blend
of the best and worst moments – it
was beautiful to see the Chorale
spontaneously perform in the
student center, to make and edit a
video about COVID-19 with Dr. Mike
Hammond ’92 and spend the day editing it with friends in Rupp, and to
see every face and place like it could
be our last. There was also an irony
to the last Senior Seminar I got to
attend, which occurred a day before
the email went out that we were
leaving. The class was a panel about
how to end college well.”
Valentine later ascended the stairs
to the Rediger Chapel/Auditorium,
where she and friends watched
Airband practice. “We love our traditions at Taylor and that was clear
through the determination I could
see in all the wings performing –
Airband would have been so good
this year,” she exclaimed. “But the
feeling I’m describing came from
watching that and glancing down at

my phone to see the news that other
universities were closing … by the
next Wednesday, I was on the road
with as much stuff from my four
years in Upland that I could cram
into my car.
“Initially, it felt like Spring Break,”
she continued. “As the days and
weeks wore on though, it really
started settling in that I would
not return to Taylor the same way
again. Taylor started to seem like
this place I was a part of through
little screens, but Taylor is so much
about proximity and community
that there was a sadness to this. The
things I still cherished were weekly
Zooms with our Executive Cabinet,
going on walks around my hometown (Colorado Springs), and calling
my Taylor people, and realizing that
many of the relationships that I
made at Taylor were proving to last
beyond the geographical boundaries
of the place.
“The low points and challenges
mostly stemmed from realizing that
much of what I did at Taylor (and
my motivations) revolved around
people,” Valentine added. “This time
helped me realize the value of the
community. I got over the unfairness of graduating this way eventually because there were other opportunities shaken out that wouldn’t
have existed any other way. God has
been so faithful through the time
and I’ve learned a lot – academically
and about myself. All I can say now
is that I am really looking forward to
August 15th – the closure, reunions,
and one last hoorah in Upland will
be so good for my heart.”
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What is Another
word for
Unprecedented?
“Unprecedented.” It is the word that was used at
nearly every turn during not only Taylor’s spring 2020
semester, but around the world, second perhaps only
to “Together.” In March, Taylor’s Provost and Executive Vice President Dr. Michael Hammond ’92 as well
as the Taylor faculty had to find a way to make the
square peg of incarnational, face-to-face learning and
fit it into the round hole of Zoom and other similar
online platforms. And they had to do it fast.
Hammond said he and other administrators heeded
the warnings that were on the horizon as news
reports continued to build on the advance of the coronavirus and its implications. But when the wave hit in
March, things kicked into an even higher gear.
A 10-member team of faculty and staff whose expertise ran the gamut of writing, academic technology,
video creation and archiving, disability support, and
online learning – the Learning Online/Virtual Encouragers (L.O.V.E.) team – was given the task to help
facilitate the process.
The L.O.V.E. team proved essential in creating and
delivering solutions to faculty and students and the
solutions included the online meeting forums and
Blackboard academic web solution along with phone
calls, texts, FaceTime, and other social media. Additionally, there was a regular campus-wide update from
the team with encouragement, resources, FAQs, and
other items that helped in binding the effort together.
“I knew this would be really hard for our faculty and
students because we value in-person, incarnational,
living and learning in community together. There
were many question marks as to how that would
translate, especially with so little time to prepare.”
The fact the students had been with their professors for more than a month prior to the suspension
of face-to-face classes was one factor in the success
of the effort. “Students had already connected with
faculty members, and I was pretty confident that our
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faculty would build on
those relationships and
see us through this semester,” Hammond said.
Student reviews of the
semester were largely
positive. In fact the evaluations for the spring 2020
semester were the highest of the previous three
spring semesters. While
the news was encouraging to Hammond, he also
sounded a note of caution.
“We are thankful to our
faculty and support team
for their good work, and
our students for their
good feedback,” said
Hammond. “You can’t
always tell by the scores,
but by all accounts we had
a really successful spring
despite all the challenges.
“There is a lot of subjective evidence,” Hammond
continued. “There are
many stories of success
we found from students
in the classroom, notes of
gratitude from parents,
but it was not easy. We
had to work really hard
to make this happen.
We were really pleased.
Our composite scores for
course evaluation for this
spring were the highest
they have been over the
past three springs.”

“There are many
stories of success
we found from
students in the
classroom, notes
of gratitude from
parents, but it
was not easy. We
had to work really
hard to make this
happen. We were
really pleased.
Our composite
scores for course
evaluation for this
spring were the
highest they have
been over the past
three springs.”
“We would not choose to do it again.
I don’t think I would have predicted
the overall score being as high as it
was,” Hammond said. “Rather than
deconstruct why the scores are so
good, we are celebrating. The learning outcomes were met and our
students were satisfied with what
their professors did. There is always
room for improvement, but this is
really great.”

Conor Angell and his class
during a Zoom session.

Remasking
America
What started with a $3,000 donation has
grown into a movement that has sent
cotton facemasks around the world.
Remask America was launched by Chad
Cazel ’14 and a friend, Karen Elizondo,
the founder and president of Costa Rican swimsuit maker Mar De Urano, during the early landfall of COVID-19 when
suddenly the world was confronted with
the need for facemasks in large quantities and in a hurry. Cazel called his Taylor roommate and friend Josh Meredith
’14, as well as other Taylor alumni who
put together a business plan.
The original idea was to make donations to hospitals, but soon Cazel and
Meredith realized the need for masks
was not for only a few days or weeks.
In Costa Rica, 50 different shops manufacture the masks, providing work for
more than 300 people. Meredith estimates more than 400,000 masks have
now been created, sold, and shipped,
and that Remask America will be able
to continue to manufacture comfortable cotton masks well into the future.

Taylor’s Admissions office created and shipped yard
signs to each student who had to finish the spring
semester away from campus.
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By Daniel Wolgemuth ’77
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Grace and Sam Wolgemuth at the
Zondervan Library dedication in 1986.

Editor’s note: Of the three
generations of the Wolgemuth family
to attend Taylor University, Sam
and Grace (Dourte ’38) Wolgemuth
’38 were the first. Sam’s passion for
world evangelism led him to the
corners of the earth and eventually
the presidency of Youth For Christ.
Sam and Grace’s son Dan, now
himself President of Youth For
Christ, wrote this tribute to his
father and a man whose life was
changed through Sam’s faithfulness.
I knew the routine, even if I didn’t understand
the methodology. In a pre-cell phone era,
my Mom and Dad somehow found a way to
rendezvous successfully at O’Hare International
Airport after long international trips.
My Dad, suitcase at his side, would be waiting
at the curb. And my Mom would slide left to
right into the passenger seat as Samuel (as she
called him) would reengage. It was poetry in
motion.
Ravi Zacharias spoke several
times on the Taylor campus for
chapel and Commencement.

Debbie, my twin sister, and I would sit quietly
in the back seat. Doing our best to buffer the
excitement we felt to have our Dad back at home.
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Dearest of friends. Grace Wolgemuth
greeted Ravi Zacharias after Ravi’s 2003
Taylor Commencement address.

What happened next was both
predictable and engaging. My
Dad, with the lingering smell of
cigarette smoke on his clothes in
the pre-smoke-free flying days,
would now take us on a postjourney adventure. His stories were
wonderful. Inspiring. Passionate.
India had been the itinerary on
this expedition. A Youth For Christ
International youth rally, the
venue and focus. But this time,
there was an uncharacteristic
somberness to the reflection.
So much preparation. So much
sacrifice. So many miles, and
then…“only one.” With a tone
of defeat and the weight of
stewardship, Sam unwrapped his
disappointment with authenticity.
The return on investment seemed
to nearly suffocate him. “Only one!”
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I don’t remember much beyond that. Enough to know
that he didn’t linger there. But I knew in that moment
that he ached over the sacrifice… for one.
My father was speaking in terms of the response to
his invitation to embrace a personal and lifelong
relationship with Jesus after a heartfelt and
thoughtfully prepared sermon on John 3:16. New Delhi,
India. An auditorium of young people. Engaging music,
and then a sermon. Sam Wolgemuth on the platform.
A Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, farm boy with a
passion to share the message of Christ globally. But only
one.
One. An 18-year-old Indian man.
As is often the case in our journey with Christ, the dots
don’t connect for years. Maybe for decades. Sometimes
only in eternity. But connect they do.
“Only one,” became “that one.” The singular response
gave way to a name. And that name fostered a
relationship. And that relationship birthed a legacy.

Ravi.
A single name that connects quickly
with most contemporary Christians. An
apologist with remarkable brilliance, but
more than that, an authentic and gentle
soul. Ravi.
In his book, Walking From East to West, Ravi
Zacharias relates his journey to faith in
terms that coalesce with my childhood
memories in a way that underscores both
God’s pursuing love, and His unshakable
faithfulness.
I remember very clearly the speaker that
night. He was quite different from the
previous speaker, with not quite as dynamic
a personality. There was a calmness about
him and a saintliness to his demeanor. This
man delivered his sermon in measured tones,
carefully, deliberately, as if laboring to get
across what he wanted to say. He was speaking
on John 3:16: “For God so loved the world that
He gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever

AS IS OFTEN
THE CASE IN
OUR JOURNEY
WITH CHRIST,
THE DOTS
DON’T
CONNECT
FOR YEARS.
MAYBE FOR
DECADES.
SOMETIMES
ONLY IN
ETERNITY.
BUT CONNECT
THEY DO.

believes in Him shall not perish but have
everlasting life.” At this point, it was
more the man than the message that
was getting through. I was truly drawn
to him. He seemed so authentic, so
caring. The message in parts was almost
penetrating my soul.
When he finished, he invited anyone who
wanted to know Jesus Christ to come
forward. I raised my hand – the only
hand in the whole place to go up. About
that time, a song began, with a group of
young people singing. I rose from where
I was sitting and made my way to the
front of the auditorium.
Standing alone at the front of the big
place made me feel a bit awkward. But
inside, I was not wavering in the least.
A counselor approached me, and without
hesitation I said, “I want to be like the
man who just spoke.”
Only one.
One of his disciples, Andrew, Simon
Peter’s brother, said to him, “There is a
boy here who has five barley loaves and
two fish, but what are they for so many?”
(John 6:8, 9 ESV)
“What are they for so many?”

Sam Wolgemuth and Dr. Francis Kateh, a
surprise guest from Liberia, at the dedication
of the Morris Statue Garden in 1995.

Our math is not Christ’s math. The equation we use to
calculate “return on investment,” is not His formula.

Only one.
The question is raw and real.
Andrew is asking a rational question Taken, blessed, broken and given. The word of truth, delivered
by my father, found fertile soil in one young soul. It sprouted.
to a supernatural God. To Jesus.
Grew. Flourished. And yes, bore much fruit. “Thirty, sixty, a
And in that moment, Jesus provides hundred-fold.”
a lesson that rippled through the
On May 19, 2020, Ravi Zacharias passed from this life, to the
auditorium in New Delhi, India,
next. My father had preceded him by over 18 years… but I’m
all the way to a curbside pickup at
quite certain that Sam was waiting, with eager anticipation.
O’Hare International Airport.
For The One. For Ravi.
He took the loaves and fish from a
young boy and an apologetic disciple Faithfulness is enough. The math is up to Jesus.
and he blessed them, broke them,
Reunited and celebrating. “Only one.”
and gave them.
And he fed 5,000 men. Plus women
and children.

Daniel Wolgemuth ’77 is President of Youth For Christ and a member
of the Taylor University Board of Trustees.
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CRISIS
LEARNING

Erin Batstone with her
children Ella and Judah.

E R I N L O U ( O L S O N ’ 0 0 ) B AT S T O N E
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Editor’s note: Erin
Batstone shared the
first portion of this
piece as a Facebook
update in April. The
second portion from
July she shared when
we asked how things
had gone and where she
thought things might
be headed. We believe
Erin’s story is like the
stories of so many of her
fellow Taylor alumni
who went into the field
of education and found
themselves faced with
educating their classes
from home and trying
to care for and nurture
her own children during
this difficult season.

APRIL
This article pretty much
encapsulates the struggle
that is happening right
now. This is not homeschooling, nor even just
distance learning. This is
Crisis Learning.
Last Friday was a rough
day for me. I realized
my own children were
not going back to school
this year at all. And
even though my district
still hadn’t made that
announcement (and

to date, still has not), what that reality meant
crashed over me. I have been mourning that over
a few days.

ONCE YOU PRAY FOR

For many people, school is a required burden,
something to force yourself to get through, and
home is your escape. But, for many of my students
in my community, that is not the case. Those
whose families are crowded into small areas are
struggling with privacy, with focusing on work.
Those with toxic home environments are just
trying to survive. Even with free laptops and free
Wi-Fi, the technology is not always available or
working, or is slow, or students aren’t used to
doing it. Even with free lunches, many families
are still struggling with getting enough to eat,
especially as job loss has skyrocketed in the last
few weeks. Even with family around, students are
lonely and starved for connection. Gone are the
celebrations that we all find so encouraging: field
trips, prom, and graduation.

HEALTH WORKERS ON

Many are missing in action, and aren’t
responding at all. We don’t even know if they
are ok.

Then I realize, many of the students
don’t have the wherewithal to push
through frustration and learn a new
platform themselves, no matter how
many google docs I post to show
them the steps. I get messages from
them: “I miss school, Miss.” “I’m not
used to doing this at home.”

ALL THOSE AMAZING

THE FRONT LINES, PRAY
FOR TEACHERS, AND FOR
THE STUDENTS WHO ARE
STRUGGLING IN THIS NEW
REALITY. WE NEED ALL
THE ENCOURAGEMENT WE
CAN GET.

As an educator in these circumstances, it
has been incredibly upsetting to try to make
it through this. I worry about my students.
I grieve all they will not get to learn to be
prepared for next year or the future. I am
deeply concerned about their emotional health, I know, dear students, neither am I.
their physical health.
I finally on Friday came to a
And what is the right way of doing this now?
realization that, if this is Crisis
I agonize over how much to expect, what kind
Learning, I need to approach this
of assignments are really appropriate in this
differently. My dog has started
situation. I keep pushing myself to learn new
joining our class meetings. I wrote
platforms online, feeling overwhelmed at all
a very personal letter on each
there is to learn ASAP.
Google classroom page to share
my heart and offer more support
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and flexibility. We are in this
together. At this point, I am
mainly asking them to write
journals, to document their
experiences through this crazy
situation and to process all they
are feeling and experiencing.

THERE WERE SOME SMALL

My English department has
pulled together and we meet
every week online, mostly to
exchange information, and offer
each other ideas and support.
Seeing their faces has helped
me, as did seeing the faces of
the few students who showed
up to the online meetings.

THEM AND THEIR PARENTS.

I know we will get through
this. But, it is time to change
our expectations. These
are unprecedented times.
Complaints about public
schools are really not helpful
right now (and are rarely
helpful in the best of times),
nor is this the time to be
critical of how any of us are
doing this. We need support
and prayers, and not judgment
or even condescension.
Once you pray for all those
amazing health workers
on the front lines, pray for
teachers, and for the students
who are struggling in this
new reality. We need all the
encouragement we can get.

THEM DURING THE CRAZY

SUCCESSES. SOME STUDENTS DID START CONNECTING ONCE WE CALLED

SOME STUDENTS WROTE
BEAUTIFUL JOURNALS AND
SHARED A LOT WITH ME
ABOUT HOW LIFE WAS FOR

BEGINNING OF THE PANDEMIC. SOME DID SHOW
UP TO ZOOM MEETINGS
AND PARTICIPATED IN THE
ONLINE GAMES, OR BROUGHT
THEIR PET TO THE MEETING
TO LIGHTEN UP THE SITUATION. BUT, UNFORTUNATELY,
SOME STUDENTS I STILL
NEVER HEARD FROM AT ALL.

JULY
I live in Compton, California (yes,
the famed Compton immortalized
in rap music). I work at Centennial
High School in Compton, which is in
the top northwest side, literally next
to a corner of South Los Angeles and
also right by Watts. My school has the
interesting history of having been built
for the shifting racial demographic of the
city (so, it was built to keep the students
of the black families who were moving
in separate from the whites who had
been living in Compton for a while). It
also has the dubious honor of being the
supposed birthplace of the Bloods gang.
Today, Compton is actually more Latino
than African-American and much of our
population are students who are coming
brand new to the USA from countries
such as El Salvador, Guatemala, and
Honduras. The leadership, however, is still
mostly black and it definitely remains
a center for black culture in the area.
My daughter Ella (Eleanor) is almost 15
(in August), and my son Judah turned
12 in July. We have lived in our house in
Compton for over 15 years now and I have
been teaching in Compton Unified School
District for nearly 20 years.

Batstone poses in her classroom
at Centennial High School in
Compton, California.

help the students that will need
the most help. But, so much is still
unknown. There were some small
successes. Some students did start
connecting once we called them
and their parents. Some students
wrote beautiful journals and
shared a lot with me about how
life was for them during the crazy
beginning of the pandemic. Some
did show up to zoom meetings and
participated in the online games,
or brought their pet to the meeting
to lighten up the situation. But,
unfortunately, some students I still
never heard from at all.
I know we will need to find
different ways to connect
with them; for example, I am
contemplating doing home visits
with my students that are new to
the country, just to try to bridge
the gaps that loomed so large
this spring.
But, we shall see what happens...

In terms of this summer and ending
the school year, it is interesting to be
in a space where we still don’t really
know what will happen this fall. We are
trying to prepare for many different
scenarios, and to think through how to
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REFLECTIONS
ON GOD’S
FAITHFULNESS
Rex Bennett, J.D., Vice President for
University Advancement

The year 2020 will be remembered as one of crisis, upheaval,
and chaos. There has been uncertainty and fear.
Yet, through it all, we know God is in control. His hand is
evident in our everyday experiences. He is faithful, and we
celebrate His outpouring of generosity on our lives.
And what an outpouring it has been!
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After record generosity to the Taylor
Fund in 2019, giving increased again
this year by $1 million in support
of the Taylor mission. Every dollar
mattered to help close some of the
multi-million-dollar loss caused
by COVID-19 and the necessary
refunding of student room and
board. In one week alone, nearly
1,000 alumni and friends made gifts
of all sizes, the strongest one-week
response in Taylor’s history.

Philosophy. Taylor faculty, staff, and
board members now annually affirm
these – in writing – as an expression
of their own Christian convictions,
agreeing to new language that says
they will “abide by and practice all
policies and statements.” Copies of
these five documents can be found
at taylor.edu/distinctions.

This overwhelming generosity
provided rich, God-honoring
encouragement in a season of
Simply, we believe God blessed Taylor financial trial.
for its faithfulness. It all started
with a group of alumni and parent
“I appreciate Taylor’s commitment
supporters who rallied around our
to godly principles during this most
reaffirmed commitment to Christian challenging time, her commitment
orthodoxy, inspired by actions by
to the faculty and student body,
the Taylor Board of Trustees. Lead
and her love for our Father God
supporters offered incentive match
that has been beautifully exhibited
dollars to spark generosity by others. during these days,” said Daphna
Tobey, a member of Taylor’s Council
Just before COVID abruptly closed
of 100 and a former Taylor parent.
campus, trustees reaffirmed our
“I am so thankful for our Interim
Foundational Documents – our Life
President Dr. Paige (Comstock ’77)
Together Covenant, Statement of Faith,
Cunningham and her leadership. I
and statements on Human Sexuality,
am thankful and very grateful to be
Sanctity of Life, and Multicultural
part of this great University and for

“I agree with their
decision ‘to do the right
thing’ as a Christian
University. In support of
their decision and as an
encouragement, I made a
gift to the Taylor Fund.”
— ELAINE VANDERMEULEN

the opportunity to give
back to help students.”
“I appreciated the
live report by Taylor’s
Interim President Dr.
Cunningham and the
Provost and Executive
Vice President Dr.
Michael Hammond
’92 this spring. Dr.
Cunningham told of
her and the Taylor
Board’s decision to
return $3.5 million
of the college’s room
and board charges
as students were not
living on campus,”
said Elaine (Brunz ’62)
Vandermeulen. “I agree
with their decision ‘to
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We continue to joyfully give
to Taylor because we cannot
think of an investment we
have made with such an
ongoing and fruitful return,
not just for our own kids, but
for current and future Taylor
alumni and the needy world
they will impact with the
gospel as servant leaders.”

and daughter (and two daughters-inlaw) experienced in the classroom,
in chapel, from mentoring by
professors, dorm life, and amidst
a host of extracurricular activities
including Lighthouse service/
mission trips and an international
semester abroad,” she said.

“Taylor is a distinctive university
marked by a spirit of intentional
Christian community that has left
— ANN GEMMEL lifelong imprints on our Taylor
graduates,” Gemmel added. “We
delight in watching them reap
do the right thing’ as a Christian University. the ongoing fruit of their Taylor
experience in the continuing deep
In support of their decision and as an
friendships that they made during
encouragement, I made a gift to the Taylor
their student days. We continue to
Fund.”
joyfully give to Taylor because we
Ann Gemmel, another former Taylor parent, cannot think of an investment we
have made with such an ongoing
said she will always be grateful for Taylor’s
spiritual impact on her children. “As parents and fruitful return, not just for our
own kids, but for current and future
of three Taylor graduates (from) 2013, 2015,
Taylor alumni and the needy world
and 2018, we cannot adequately express the
they will impact with the gospel as
depth of our appreciation for what our sons
servant leaders.”
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As we have been in awe of this outpouring of
support, we have been equally amazed to hear
the stories of the men and women impacted by
this generosity. Noah Zaleski ’20 met his wife
Desiree (Ridgeley ’20) at Taylor. Their meeting
was providential. Noah did not even know if
he could afford to attend Taylor until just one
month before the start of his freshman fall
semester. In Desiree’s case, she came to Taylor
shortly after she learned her mother had been
diagnosed with stage four cancer. Both tell the
story of how the generosity of the extended Taylor
family made their experience possible. “It was
awesome meeting each other here at Taylor,”
Desiree shared. “We want to thank you for your
contributions these past four years that allowed
us to graduate.”
According to freshman Israel Smith ’23,
the financial aid and scholarship support
substantially impacted his decision to attend
Taylor. “Ultimately I feel like I was called to go
to Taylor by God, but if I wouldn’t have gotten
enough support then I might not have made the
right decision,” he said, adding he was grateful to

“We want to thank you for your
contributions these past four years
that allowed us to graduate.”
— NOAH AND DESIREE ZALESKI

those donors who made his desire
to come to Taylor a reality. “I want
them to truly understand how
grateful I am for them and their
willingness to help out kids who
can’t afford Taylor out of pocket,” he
said. “They have absolutely been a
blessing in my life and the lives of
other Taylor students.”
Cooper Wild ’23, also a freshman
at Taylor, is the second generation
of his family to attend Taylor. “The
amount of love and acceptance
that I immediately felt at Taylor is
something that I am not able to put
into words,” he said. “You truly have to
personally experience Taylor in order
to get a true grasp of the atmosphere
that is around that campus.”
Cooper’s mother Beth (Miller ’89)
is grateful for the scholarships that
helped provide a Taylor education
for her children. In addition to
Cooper, Tegan ’15 reaped the benefits

of Taylor’s friends. “My parents
sacrificed to send me to Taylor,”
she said. “It was 1985 and Taylor
was about $10k. My Pa was making
$30k a year as a mechanic, so when
people tell me they can’t afford it,
I tell them, ‘You can find a way.’
I believe it’s that important. The
scholarships my kids have received
are the fulfillment of God’s miracles.
My husband Steve ’87 took a 50% pay
cut to go into full-time Christian
ministry and God has shown up like
crazy to provide for our family.”
These student journeys are a cause
for celebration and yet another
indicator of the needs still to be met.
The impact of COVID-19, a downturn
in the number of students attending
college along with rising costs urge
us to share with you, our extended
Taylor family, the ways in which
you can assist these servant leaders
marked with a passion to minister
Christ’s redemptive love and truth to
a world in need.
Romans 12:15 encourages us to rejoice
with those who rejoice. And so we rejoice
together for the work of God’s people in
providing for Taylor. As Taylor prepares
for her 175th anniversary in 2021, we
celebrate all that God has provided and
will continue to provide in miraculous
ways for the next 175 years.

“The amount of love and
acceptance that I immediately
felt at Taylor is something that
I am not able to put into words.
You truly have to personally
experience Taylor in order to get
a true grasp of the atmosphere
that is around that campus.”
— COOPER WILD

Rex Bennett, J.D., is a former Taylor
parent and serves as Vice President for
University Advancement.
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VISTA

Onehundred
seven
years of
service;
thousands
impacted
FIVE TAYLOR UNIVERSITY FACULTY MEMBERS
HAVE CONCLUDED THEIR RESPECTIVE TENURES
OF SERVICE. THOSE FACULTY, WHO SERVED FOR
A COMBINED 107 YEARS, MENTORED STUDENTS
FROM COMMUNICATIONS AND ECONOMICS TO
SOCIAL WORK AND LIBRARY SCIENCE.
THANK YOU!
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Professor Jeanne R.
(Sigworth) Armentrout

Mr. Dan
Bowell

Professor Jeanne (Sigworth)
Armentrout concludes 13 years of
service to the Communications
faculty of Taylor University. She
holds degrees from Northeastern
University, Indiana Wesleyan
University, and Oklahoma
Wesleyan University, and
professional memberships
in the American Business
Women’s Association, Christian
Community Development
Association, Association for
Business Communication,
American Society for Training
and Development, and National
Communication Association.

Dan Bowell concludes 43
outstanding years of service as
a library director, the last 20 of
which have been as a member of
the Taylor University faculty. After
attending Taylor for his first two
years of college, Bowell earned
degrees from Western Kentucky
University and Northern Illinois
University.

13 Years

Since joining the Taylor
faculty in 2007, Armentrout
has taught classes in Public
Speaking, Interpersonal
Communication, and Small
Group Communication-Team
Building Communication.
In addition to her class load,
Armentrout served several
committee assignments that
included Faculty Development
and Interview Committee,
Pension Task Force Committee,
and the Faculty Compensation
Task Force.

20 years

Under his leadership, the
Zondervan Library has moved
into expanded digital resources
while refining the print and media
collections, placed an emphasis
upon information instruction,
and refashioned Library space to
fuse functionality and aesthetics.
Of special note, is the intentional
collection of student art now
housed in the Zondervan facility.
For six years, Bowell also served
as Book Review editor of the
Christian Scholar’s Review. On
campus, he served Taylor through
faculty governance, accreditationrelated activities, and various
other venues in addition to his
professional responsibilities.

Dr. Cathy J.
Harner

Ms. Linda
Lambert

Dr. Hadley T.
Mitchell

Dr. Cathy Harner concludes 28 years of service
to the Taylor University faculty. A longtime
Professor of Social Work and Department
Chair, Harner’s work contributed to the
elevation of the program, culminating in its
number six national ranking last year in a
first-ever survey of Bachelor’s and Master’s
level social work programs.

Ms. Linda Lambert concludes a 19-year tenure
during which she served as Instructional Service
Librarian at the Zondervan Library and in an
Associate Professor role. Ms. Lambert holds
degrees from Wheaton College (M.A.), Indiana
University (M.L.S.), and DePauw University (B.A.).

Dr. Hadley Mitchell concludes 27 years of service
to the Taylor University faculty.

28 years

She holds degrees from the University of
Illinois, Indiana University, and Philadelphia
College of the Bible.
Harner taught a wide range of classes in the
social work curriculum from human behavior
and the social environment, practice, and
policy, to research and field instruction.
Those courses integrated topics including
psychology, minority issues, research
methods, human behavior, and troubled
families. Additionally, Harner served on the
Marion Mayor’s Commission on Domestic
Violence and as facilitator for an HIV/AIDS
support group.
Harner has presented and written on
numerous topics that include stress and
burnout, living with HIV/AIDS, domestic
abuse, child sexual abuse, consumerism, and
resource stewardship.
She also led international student trips to
locations including The Bahamas, Philippines,
South Korea, South Africa, and Israel.

19 years

Beyond her role as Librarian in which she helped
to build, maintain, and integrate the holdings
of the Zondervan Library, Lambert assisted
numerous students in the procurement of
resources to enable their respective research
projects. She served on numerous committees
that included Colleagues’ College Steering
Committee, Faculty Development and Interview
Committee, Foundational Core Curriculum
Committee, Faculty Personnel Committee, Center
for Teaching and Learning Excellence Advisory
Committee, Academic Policy Review Committee,
C.S. Lewis and Friends Steering Committee, and
the Academic Integrity Task Force.
She cites among the highlights of her time at
Taylor the six Lighthouse and Spring Break trips
she was able to lead. In addition, Ms. Lambert
created the IAS 340 course, a study of the writings
of Dorothy Sayers, G.K. Chesterton, and Arthur
Conan Doyle, and Scholarly Communication/
Aretė. She also led faculty development
workshops and assisted in the merger of the
holdings of the Lehman Library on the former
Taylor University Fort Wayne campus into the
Zondervan Library collection upon the closure of
TUFW in 2009.

27 Years

He holds degrees from University of Tennessee,
Villanova University, Westminster Theological
Seminary, the University of Colorado, and
Houghton College.
During his tenure, Mitchell taught a range of
economics, mathematics, statistics, finance, and
business courses. His academic pursuits led him
to numerous international destinations in Africa,
Asia, and Europe. In 2000, as a Fulbright-Hays
grant recipient, he traveled to, and studied in the
Republic of South Africa, where he focused on the
aftermath of the nation’s former Apartheid policy.
In 2001 and 2002, Mitchell taught at the Eastern
Ukrainian Theological Seminary in Donetsk,
Ukraine, under the auspices of International
Theological Education Ministries. He also taught
Principles of Developmental Economics and
Principles of Macroeconomics classes as a guest
faculty member at Lithuanian Christian College,
and lectured at Nizhni-Novgorod University in
Russia. Additionally, he led three student groups
to Oxford for January term study programs.
A highly-published author, Mitchell has written
academic papers and articles in a wide variety of
publications and has also presented in a number
of settings. In 2003, Mitchell was honored with
the Teaching Excellence and Campus Leadership
Award.
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A LU M N I
N OT E S

SUBMIT TING ALUMNI NOTES IS SIMPLE…
Visit taylor.edu/alumninotes to submit your alumni
notes updates and photos. Please remember to
upload only photos including alumni and a minimum
resolution of 200KB or 4 x 6 inches. Notes can also
be submitted by email at magazine@taylor.edu, by
phone at (800) 882-3456, ext. 5170, or by mail.

… Stand her towers seen far distant when the day is fair.
H. Maria Wright Hall was the first building erected on Taylor’s campus upon their move from Fort Wayne to Upland in 1893. For 67 years, “Old Main,”
as it was affectionately known, served as the nerve center for the University. Old Main’s steeple stood nearly six stories high and was immortalized
in Taylor’s school song. A devastating fire gutted the beloved landmark in January, 1960, leaving Taylor without a tower until 1986 when the Rice Bell
Tower was dedicated.
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1974

01 Carolyn (Barton ’74) Mudge and her husband Jim retired on
December 31, 2019, after 38 years with Wycliffe Bible Translators.
They served in the Solomon Islands in the South Pacific as
translation advisors for the Roviana Language Bible Translation
Project. Their two children, Jeffrey ’09 and Emily ’10, were
born in the Solomon Islands and Carolyn homeschooled them
while assisting the Wycliffe teams in the country through the
Accommodation and Children’s Education Committees. The
Roviana New Testament was completed and published in 1994.
On May 23, 2017, the full Roviana Bible with many study helps
and a dramatized audio recording of the New Testament were
dedicated with a great celebration. Many leaders from Solomon
Island government and other international partner organizations
attended. An Android Bible app, the Jesus Film in Roviana, and
Roviana language YWAM discipleship posters are also now
available to aid the local community to know salvation through
Jesus Christ and understand God’s Word in their own language.
Most of the 5,000 copies of the Roviana Bible have already been
distributed among the various Roviana and VonaVona lagoon
communities and religions. Carolyn and Jim now live in Pasco,
Washington, where they provide care for Carolyn’s 93-year-old
mother. They are ministering in a small local church through
teaching and preaching God’s Word and other leadership roles.

1976

02 Several of Coach Bob Davenport’s former players gathered to
honor him for the championships he won as a football coach at
Taylor and his lifelong commitment to the Wandering Wheels
ministry that impacted thousands of lives. Standing left to right:
Kermit Starkweather ’63, David Johnson ’65, Bob Diller ’69, Rudy
Moberg ‘63, Dave Newson ’64, Walt Campbell ’64, Jim MacLeish
’65 Sitting: Bob Davenport

1984

03 Pamela J. (Drenth) Lantz published her first novel, Just Let
Them Love You. More information can be found at Pamelajlantz.com

1988

04 Tony Uggen is the 196th inductee into the Indiana High
School Baseball Hall of Fame. He was one of five inducted at the
IHSBCA HOF Banquet held in January. He has been a head coach
for 27 years. Tony spent 20 years at Northfield where his teams
were 2A State Champions in 2001 and 2012 and State Runners-Up
in 2013. He was also 2A Coach of the Year in 2001 and 2012. Tony
has been the head coach at Blackford High School the past seven
years where he also serves as Athletic Director, a position he has
held for 17 years.
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09

08

S E E W H AT ’S G O I N G
ON IN THE LIVES OF
TAY L O R A LU M N I
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1992

05 Michael Alexander and six other
TU alumni recently discovered they
all live within an hour of each other
through Facebook. Five of these
alumni traveled together to Germany
in 1990 on a Lighthouse trip. They
reunited in Frankenmuth, Michigan,
on the 30th anniversary of their
trip. They include Mark and Alison
(Taggart) Routt ’91; Heather (D’Arcy
’91) Marshall; Jeff and Jody (Erdman)
Hedlund; and Michael Alexander.
They enjoyed two-and-a-half hours of
laughing, reminiscing, and catching
up on life. The group had an amazing
time and are so grateful for Taylor and
their shared Lighthouse experience.

1993

06 Dave Wehrle and his wife Janet
have moved to Myrtle Beach, South
Carolina. Dave is serving as Outreach
Tour Coordinator for Ends of the
Earth Cycling (EndsCycling.com),
a ministry of New International
(NewInternational.org). Janet is a
speech-language pathologist with
Encompass Health at Murrells Inlet
Rehabilitation Hospital. Their son
Gabriel ’22 is studying computer
engineering at Taylor University.
Their sons Elliot and Nathaniel are
respectively studying anthropology
at Fordham University on the NROTC
Marine Option Scholarship, and
in flight training at Myrtle Beach
Academy of Aviation.

1994

Steve and Jennifer (Griffin) Mozingo
celebrated 25 years of marriage on
February 18, 2020. They are praising
the Lord for His goodness.

1996

07 Andrea Masvero graduated from the
University of Michigan’s Ross School of
Business in a virtual commencement
ceremony on May 1, after earning her
Master of Business Administration
(MBA). She said the program is a
rigorous, 21-month Executive MBA
program that included emphasis on
strategy, leadership, and finance as
well as a multidisciplinary consulting
assignment in Ireland.Andrea is the
Executive Director of the Osteopathic
Foundation of West Michigan and lives
in Norton Shores, Michigan.

1997

Chris Hayden is an Instructional
Support Specialist at the Center for
Statewide E-Learning at Northern
State University in Aberdeen, South
Dakota. He began in July 2019.

2003

08 In the fall of 1999, six young
women met in English Hall. Last fall,
they celebrated 20 years of friendship
by recreating photos from some
of those special times together in
Florida. With 15 children among
the group, jobs, spouses, and living

in six different states, their yearly
reunion still remains a top priority.
Every year they gather for three days
of excessive coffee drinking, walks,
good food, relaxation, and lots and
lots of talking and praying. They are
incredibly thankful God brought
them together all those years ago
and look forward to the next 20 years
together! Those in attendance were
Jessica (VanWingerden ’01) Perkins,
Molly (Taylor ’02) Hill, Katherine
(Stirdivant) Salinas, Katy (Davis)
Mills, Kristin (Vince) Miller, and
Brianna (Hedrix) Rodriguez.
09 Jeff Walton and his wife Sarah
(Green ’06) have been married for
nearly 16 years and have four children,
ages 13 and under and live in the
Chicago suburbs. Jeff has worked in
medical sales and Sarah is a stay-athome mom and the author of two
books. In 2017, she co-authored Hope
When It Hurts, and this year Jeff and
Sarah co-authored Together Through
the Storms: Biblical Encouragements
for Your Marriage When Life Hurts
(forward by Robert Wolgemuth ’69
and Nancy Demoss Wolgemuth).
The Lord has allowed many difficult
trials throughout their marriage, but
through those trials God has given
them the privilege of encouraging
other marriages and families to know
the hope and sufficiency of Christ
within their suffering.
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2005

10 Steve Smith recently returned to his home state of Maine and
founded Renaissance Timer, LLC, a hand-hewn timber business
where he turns round logs into square beams using only an axe.
You can find him on Instagram @renaissancetimberllc or
www.renaisancetimberllc.com.

2007

11 Ryan and Kathryn (Kendall) Veldhuizen have launched Acton
Academy Northwest Indianapolis, a learner-driven micro-school
set to open this fall. It grew from a homeschool co-op the couple
started. The Veldhuizens say they received consistent feedback
from parents of a desire for the co-op to expand to a school offering
core subjects in a way that would provide the same motivation
and curiosity for learning in core subjects, without compromising
the individual pace of learning of the co-op. The focus at Acton
Academy is on personalized, mastery-based learning through realworld projects, group Socratic discussions, and adaptive education
software. Students are given no homework and, because the focus
is on self-mastery and peer-to-peer learning, there are also no tests,
lectures, or grades. Ryan says one of the hallmarks of the school is
finding one’s God-given calling to change the world.
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2008

12 Jana (Meulink) Eding and her husband Aaron welcomed their
twin sons Ezra Dale and Joel Allan on March 26. The family lives
in Wyoming, Michigan.
13 Austen Robison and his wife Kristina welcomed their
daughter Charlotte Jo to the world on March 24.
14 Sammy II alumni had a mini-reunion at the wedding of Scotty
Michael and Allison Berger on October 5, 2019; in Plymouth,
Indiana. Honored as groomsmen or in attendance were (from
left to right), Dan Basinger, Andrew Kuiper, Jesse Wilson ’07,
Scotty, Noah Epple, Kevin Satterblom ’07, Joel Donnell ’09, and
Robert Baptista. No Wengatz men were pranked as a part of this
wedding; however, a few Olson and Bergwall women were.

2009

Keri Armpriester works as a public defender in Naples, Florida.
After her graduation, she attended the most conservative law
school in America, Ave Maria in Naples. She earned her JD and
was sworn in as a member of the Florida bar in 2014. Matthew
25 is her new life verse, and her time at Taylor prepared her for a
lifetime of service.
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SERVANT LEADERS
MARKED WITH A
PASSION
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16

17

15

18

19

TO MINISTER CHRIST'S
REDEMPTIVE LOVE
AND TRUTH TO A
WORLD IN NEED
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2017
Chad Mangum recently completed a musical album titled Alpha
and Omega. It is comprised of drum solos which together are
meant to convey the story of Scripture. If you would like a free
copy, contact Chad at chadrmangum@yahoo.com (the album is
currently only available as a hard copy). Chad and his wife Mandy
live in the Greenville, South Carolina, area.

17 Lauren Carter has launched Career Coach Indy. This
follows her service at Purdue University’s Center for Career
Opportunities where she helped individuals navigate their
career paths. Lauren is a trained Career Coach and has
experience guiding hundreds of individuals and students
through changing careers.

2010

Jordan Florian joined OmniVis Tech as a Global Health Engineer
in August of 2019.

Andrew Sharkey is a touring theatre musician enjoying his
second employment in a Tony Award-winning franchise, Chicago
the Musical. Prior to this appointment, he performed the music
of Duke Ellington on tuba and trombone in two casts for After
Midnight on Norwegian Cruise Lines.

2013

15 Andrew and Sarah (Heath) Ketchum welcomed their first
child Heath David on October 3, 2019.

18 Anna Meyer married Adam Gehring on July 27, 2019.

2019

19 Plenseh-Tay Sakeuh married Samuel Nordquist on October
19, 2019, in Indianapolis, Indiana. Plenseh-Tay started working
full-time at Red Roof Inn as their Social Media Coordinator in
February of 2020.

16 Brandi (Wilbanks) Haddock and her husband Scott, along
with big brother Walt, welcomed Weston Peter to their family on
March 23. They reside in Wake Forest, North Carolina.

UPCOMING
ALUMNI
EVENTS
HOMECOMING &
FA M I LY W E E K
While we won’t be joining in
person, let’s meet virtually!
Join us online October 5-10.
taylor.edu/HFW
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IN MEMORIAM
"I am the resurrection and the life. He who believes in me will live, even
though he dies; and whoever lives and believes in me will never die."
— John 11: 25

W E R E M E M B E R T H E S E M E M B E R S O F T H E TAY L O R
C O M M U N I T Y W H O H AV E G O N E T O B E W I T H T H E L O R D .

Dr. E. Herbert Nygren '51

Dr. Roger L. Jenkinson died on May 7 at Heritage Pointe in
Warren, Indiana. Prior to his retirement in 2017, Dr. Jenkinson
served for 52 years on the Taylor University faculty, making him
the longest-serving faculty member in Taylor’s history.

After his graduation from Taylor, Dr. Nygren earned degrees
from New York Theological Seminary (M.Div.), and New York
University (M.A., Ph.D.). The Nygrens served several Methodist
congregations on the East Coast in pastoral roles prior to Dr.
Nygren’s acceptance of a faculty position at Emory and Henry
College (Virginia). He returned to Taylor to join the faculty as
head of the Religion and Philosophy Dept. in 1969 and retired in
1991 with Emeritus honors. Dr. Nygren returned to the Methodist
pastorate in his retirement years, sometimes preaching at two
churches on Sunday.

As a student at Taylor, Dr. Jenkinson was a four-year letter winner
for the Taylor men’s basketball team, coached by Don Odle ’42.
During his Hall of Fame college career, he won all-conference
honors twice, the Gates-Howard Award, and participated in two
Venture for Victory sports evangelism trips to Asia.

Herb and Louise shared not only love for each other but for Taylor.
They remained in Upland during retirement where they rarely
missed a Taylor football or basketball game. They could often be
found on campus with students and faculty or sharing lunch with
each other at Ivanhoe’s. Dr. Nygren’s good friend Dr. Jay Kesler ’58
would often tell people, “Herb bleeds Taylor purple and gold like
no one else I know”. In honor of Dr. Nygren’s love for Taylor, the
family has created the Dr. Nygren Scholarship Fund to benefit future
generations of students.

He was also a founding member of the Geographical
Educators Network of Indiana (GENI), and co-developed the
course Geography and History of the World – a class that is in the
Core 40 for the State of Indiana.

Memorial gifts can be given directly to the fund, in care of Taylor.
Dr. Nygren is survived by two sons: Herb Jr. ’79 (Annie) and Steve
’83 (Katherine), four grandchildren, and three great-grandchildren.
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Dr. Roger L. Jenkinson '60

Dr. E. Herbert Nygren went to be with the Lord on April 18 after a
brief battle with COVID-19. He met his wife Louise (Whitton) his
senior year at Taylor in 1951. They were married the next year and
remained so for 65 years prior to her death in 2016.

The 1996 Distinguished Professor at Taylor, Dr. Jenkinson was
also a member of three athletic Halls of Fame – Taylor University,
Delaware County, and the National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics (NAIA).

He held degrees from Oklahoma State University (EdD), Ball State
University (MS), and Taylor University (BS).
He is survived by his wife, Jan (Judd ’62); son
Eric ’92 (Heather Dominguez ’92); and three grandchildren.
Memorials can be directed to the Dr. Roger and Jan Jenkinson
Endowed Scholarship Fund at Taylor University.
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1947

20 Gwendolyn I. Gerig passed
away with her family by her side
on February 28 at Golden Years
Homestead, Fort Wayne, Indiana. After
graduating from Taylor she taught
music in Pennsylvania and Indiana
before retiring in 1979. Gwendolyn
was passionate about music, teaching
it at schools in Pennsylvania and
Indiana before retiring in 1979.
She also accompanied numerous
choirs and soloists and gave private
piano lessons during her life. As a
member of Westwood Fellowship
in Woodburn, Indiana, she shared
her musical talents with VBS, MOPS,
and AWANA, in addition to playing
for worship services. She is survived
by her husband of 70 years Emerald
’50; children Emily and David
Skinner, Onalee (Gerig ’79) and Kevin
Giggy ’79; daughter-in-law, Patricia
Gerig; many grandchildren and great
grandchildren. She was preceded in
death by her son, Gregory L. Gerig
’77 in 2001.

22

1958

Gene L. Rupp went to be with the
Lord on March 14, 2020, in Archbold,
Ohio, after a courageous battle with
Parkinson’s disease. He was 83.

Gene attended Taylor University and
was the first member of his family
to graduate with a four-year degree.
While at Taylor, he met and married
Nancy (Rowley ’59). He later earned
graduate degrees from Bowling Green
State University and the University of
Toledo.
In his early career, Gene taught
mathematics at Wauseon and
Archbold High Schools. He later held
administrative roles for the Fulton
County Board of Education, Franklin
Township, and Archbold Schools. Gene
served as principal of Archbold High
School for 29 years, impacting the lives
of hundreds of students.

Gene joined the Taylor University
Advancement staff in 1988 and in
1992 was named Vice President for
University Advancement – a role he
filled for 10 years. It was during that
time he oversaw Taylor Tomorrow, the
largest and most successful capital
campaign in Taylor’s history.
While at Taylor, he coined the oftrepeated phrase, “Keeping Taylor,
Taylor,” a reference to the University’s
deeply-rooted Christian tradition. A
committed follower of Jesus Christ,
Gene demonstrated his faith daily
to staff and family, signing all
communication, “To God be the glory.”
He is survived by Nancy, his wife
of 61 years, sons Todd (Rochelle)
Rupp and Brad (Julia) Rupp ’86; five
grandchildren, Lindsay (Rupp ’08)
Glynn, Madison Rupp, Adam Rupp,
Natalie Rupp ’19, and Lucas Rupp ’21;
and four great-grandchildren.
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1966
21 Don Francis entered the presence
of Jesus unexpectedly on Feb. 11,
2020. A friend who was driving him
home from breakfast and he were
enjoying a conversation when Don
suddenly slumped over and opened
his eyes in glory. Don is survived by
his wife Deanna (Mayne ’64) and their
three sons: Dean, Darin, and Derek.

1965

Beverly Ann Scott died December
23, 2019, at Seasons of Life Hospice
Center in Woodruff, Wisconsin. A
loving mother and sister, Beverly
was 76 when she went to be with
the Lord after a 3-year battle with
endometrial cancer. It was at Taylor
where she met many of her lifelong
friends, most importantly her late
husband Ronald, who died in 2013.
Later in life Beverly earned a second
degree in interior design and drafting
at College of DuPage in Glen Ellyn,
Illinois. The Scotts raised their two
children Stephen and Stephanie in
Glen Ellyn. Beverly had a passion for
working with her hands, which led
her to become a talented painter and
quilter. However, her greatest passion
was serving the Lord Jesus wherever
He led her. Beverly served for many
years as a volunteer at Fort Wilderness
Christian Camp in McNaughton,
Wisconsin. After living many years
in Texas, Beverly and Ron retired to
Minocqua, Wisconsin, in 2006. After
Ron’s death, she sensed the Lord
directing her to become a volunteer at
Howard Young Medical Center.

1973

22 Richard Dean “Rick” Garton
unexpectedly but gloriously stepped
into the presence of Jesus on October
16, 2019, at the age of 69. After
graduating from Taylor in 1973, with
a degree in teaching, four years of
playing football and baseball, and
more stories than Mark Twain could
write, Rick taught math and coached
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football and wrestling at Homestead
High School in Fort Wayne, Indiana.
He later began a career in the
financial services, first as a marketing
consultant to banks throughout the
United States, and finally purchasing
a business from a local bank in Fort
Wayne as owner/partner in GartonPate Financial Advisors, Inc., where
his eldest daughter Cassidy Young
is now employed. He shared once
that from the time he was young he
“always wanted to obey and please
his Heavenly Father.” The evidence
of this focus was his testimony as a
faithful, responsible husband, a caring
and tenaciously loving father, and a
supportive, reliable, and trustworthy
friend. Rick lived life to the fullest, and
through difficult times he claimed
and lived Romans 8:28, knowing that
God was working in all circumstances
to grow Rick for his benefit and the
benefit of his family and friends.
Rick was magnetic and a joy to be
around, always ready to share a
crowd-pleasing story (and he had
many) that would light the room with
laughter. He had incredible energy and
a tireless sense of humor, yet he was
a “go-to” guy when a family member
or friend needed counsel, prayer, or
support. The Taylor football teams of
1968-1971 have lost a great friend.

1976

Billy Bob Bevel passed away on
October 18, 2018, in his home
surrounded by his family. Billy
experienced tragic loss in 1956
when he was 8-years-old when his
parents and two sisters were killed
in a tornado. He was raised by his
grandparents and joined the United
States Navy after graduating from
high school, later attending Officer
Training School in the United States
Marine Corp. After serving his country
as a Marine in a medevac unit in the
Vietnam War, Billy married the love of
his life, Janice Marie, on May 12, 1974.

After returning to Oklahoma, he was
a loving father to Kristin, Heidi, Emily,
Lauren, Hayley, and Bradley. Billy was
a member and deacon of Oilton Christ
Fellowship, Post Commander of
Oilton Chapter of American Legion,
the NEONS, North East Oklahoma
N Scale Railroad Club and IPMS
Metro OKC. Billy loved model trains,
traveling, history, and family trips to
the beach. He was an avid reader and
his favorite quote was Don’t Worry, Be
Happy.

1984

23 Amy (Hunt) Johnson went to
be with the Lord on June 22, 2019,
following a long battle with cancer.
She is survived by her husband Kim,
their three daughters, her mother and
two brothers. Amy thrived at Taylor
while pursuing a major in sociology
and a minor in environmental
science. During her senior year she
spent a semester with the American
Studies Program in Washington, D.C.,
and the city became her permanent
home. Amy served as director of the
Neighborhood Learning Center, an
after-school tutoring program for
urban youth sponsored by her Capitol
Hill church. She was honored in 1994
with Taylor’s Distinguished Young
Alumna Award. In 2002, Amy became
an elementary science teacher. Along
with teaching she organized science
fairs and educational camping trips.
She inspired numerous students to
love science and pursue careers in
STEM fields. Amy enjoyed hiking,
camping, bicycling, going to the
beach, visiting wildlife habitats,
and exploring historical sites in
Washington, D.C. with her daughters
and students. Amy was active in her
church and held a Christian faith that
emphasized community, joy, justice,
compassion, mercy, and love. She was
a wonderful wife, mother, and friend,
and will be remembered for her faith,
joy, courage, humor, and her broad and
beautiful smile.

REFER A STUDENT
WHO FITS

$1,000 Grant Award

Refer a student who doesn’t already know about Taylor and they
may receive this grant when they enroll.
Start the alumni grant referral process:
taylor.edu/alumni-referral
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REFLECTIONS

He Gives More Grace
Six months ago, as the implications from
the rapidly-expanding COVID-19 pandemic
continued to unfold before our eyes, we
found ourselves being faced with the most
difficult of decisions any of us could ever
have imagined. A spring semester that
began with such promise was radically
transformed when we were forced to send
our students home. Cancellations of our
spring semester’s most cherished traditions
that included Mosaic Night and Airband
saddened all of us. Seniors were robbed of
Ritz on the Roof and other celebrations that
would have made final memories.
Beyond that, we had to translate the Taylor in
person learning experience into a remotely
delivered “second half.” And we had to do
it quickly and well. One person likened
these days to “making a parachute after we
had already jumped.” Then there were the
financial implications. Already faced with a
budget shortfall, we found ourselves adjusting
$3.6 million in room and board fees to our
families. But it was only for the spring, right?
Perhaps the mistake we all made was
thinking we would “emerge” from COVID-19
within a few weeks. Much of the early
conversation around COVID-19 was the hope
we could pull together as one for 15 days to
stop the spread. But the 15 days came and
went, and COVID-19 was still there. Even
as we anticipate the reopening of campus
and the launch of the fall semester, we do
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so under a cloud of uncertainty. In July, my
leadership team and I made yet another
difficult decision when we cancelled this
year’s Homecoming and Family Weekend.
None of these decisions were made casually or
in a panic. We relied on guidance from federal,
state, and local authorities, data—which
frequently changed—and external expertise.
As we made plans, we framed them in terms
of our community values, as expressed in
our Life Together Covenant. Loving and
respecting one another, caring for the weaker
ones among us, building each other up, and
growing in kindness and patience.
God has met us throughout the history
of our beloved University. The Civil War
broke out just 15 years after Taylor’s
founding. World Wars I and II and the Great
Depression happened in the 20th century.
Relative to disease, the so-called Spanish
flu epidemic of 1918-1919, more than 100
years ago, claimed the lives of more than 50
million people worldwide. Then there was
the polio epidemic of the mid-20th century.
This, too, wrought great uncertainty in
our world and led to the closing of schools,
theaters, and churches.
Yet it was during these times of crisis that
we experienced those moments described
in James 4:6: “He gives us more grace.”
We experienced God’s increased grace in
the lives of our students and faculty who

accepted the challenges of a revamped spring
semester and overcame through resilience,
flexibility, and reliance on the Holy Spirit.
We experienced that greater grace in the
words of encouragement, the prayers, and
financial support of so many of our Taylor
alumni and friends. And we experienced
God’s greater grace through the demonstrated
commitment of our faculty, staff, students,
and so many others to the Lord’s purposes in
our midst at Taylor University.
That is not to say we have emerged from
this crisis. There is much work to do –
work that can only succeed if we remain
Christocentric, confident that God animates
and strengthens our efforts. We continue to
pray for our Taylor family around the world
as you live out Taylor’s mission. We are
grateful for your prayers and encouragement
as we work to keep our students, employees,
and campus as safe as possible during this
time of uncertainty.
Yes, the future is uncertain, but God holds it
in His hands. May we walk toward that good
future with confidence and joy, together.

Paige Comstock ’77 Cunningham, PhD, JD
Interim President

Celebrating the Generosity
of God’s people
God’s blessings to Taylor in FY20 ….

THE TAYLOR FUND – $3,080,000
ANNUAL AND ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIPS – $3,540,000
NUMBER OF DONORS IN FY20 – 13,042

Thank you to everyone in the extended Taylor
Family for sharing your God-given resources to
see servant leaders!
To support Taylor and her students please give
online at taylor.edu/giving.

"LION OF THE FAITH" . . . Uncompromising. Tough. Christ-like.
Mentor. Each of these descriptions capture Dr. E. Herbert Nygren,
who joined the Great Cloud of Witnesses in April after a battle with
COVID-19. A scholarship to honor his memory has been created by
his family (see Page 44).

